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BackgroundBackground

High-end Network Services
DataData--rich rich &&&& ComputeCompute--rich rich &&&& EndEnd--clientclient

•• image matching: image matching: ““is this brainis this brain--scan cancer?scan cancer?””
•• genomics: genomics: ““run BLAST on my target sequence DBrun BLAST on my target sequence DB””
•• parallel/distributed services (per request)parallel/distributed services (per request)

Public donation-based “Open” Grid infrastructures
positivespositives: cheap, scalable, fault tolerant: cheap, scalable, fault tolerant
negativesnegatives: uncertainty => best effort service: uncertainty => best effort service
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The ChallengeThe Challenge

Uncertainty at many levels
service demandservice demand
resource availability (CPU, network, storage)resource availability (CPU, network, storage)
resource capacityresource capacity
resource integrityresource integrity

Service must adapt to these uncertainties
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The Challenge (contThe Challenge (cont’’d)d)

BLAST

Provide and maintain service quality 
despite uncertainty
Dimensions of quality

performanceperformance (latency, throughput, response)(latency, throughput, response)
availability/availability/reliabilityreliability
accuracyaccuracy
……

Today: minimizing service makespan
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ProblemProblem

Makespan challenges
CommunicationCommunication
•• efficient data download despite network and data efficient data download despite network and data 

server behavior server behavior –– variable latency, b/w, capacityvariable latency, b/w, capacity

Reliable ComputationReliable Computation
•• efficient execution despite efficient execution despite ““imperfectimperfect”” node node 

behavior behavior –– slow, hacked, cheatingslow, hacked, cheating
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Context: System ModelContext: System Model
end-clients

tasks are decomposed
and replicated per request

data is decomposed
and replicated
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RIDGERIDGE
Host services on BOINC
Deployed on PlanetLab

3030--120 nodes120 nodes
Open Grid Emulation
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Communication Communication MakespanMakespan

Worker nodes download data from replicated servers
Worker nodes choose Worker nodes choose ““serversservers”” independentlyindependently
MMinimize the maximum download time for all worker nodes inimize the maximum download time for all worker nodes 
((communication communication makespanmakespan))
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Server SelectionServer Selection
Several possible factors

Proximity (RTT)Proximity (RTT)
Network bandwidthNetwork bandwidth
Server capacityServer capacity
Server reliabilityServer reliability

[Download Time vs. RTT - linear]

[Download Time vs. Bandwidth - exp]
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Heuristic Ranking FunctionHeuristic Ranking Function
Worker i, server j

Cost function Cost function ffi,ji,j = = ααjj * * rttrtti,ji,j
Weight Weight ααjj = = exp(kexp(kjj //bwbwjj))

kj accounts for load/capacity
Least cost server selected independently

Three server selection heuristics that use kj
BWBW--ONLY: ONLY: kkjj = 1= 1
BWBW--LOAD: LOAD: kkjj = n= n--minute average server load (past)minute average server load (past)
BWBW--CAND: CAND: kkjj = # of candidate server responses in = # of candidate server responses in 
last m seconds (~ future load)last m seconds (~ future load)
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Performance Comparison Performance Comparison 
Parameters:

Data: 2MBData: 2MB
Replication: 10Replication: 10
Candidates: 5Candidates: 5

Benefit of BW-CAND grows
as query rate increases
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Take awayTake away

Bandwidth, proximity, load, and 
capacity all matter

Both heterogeneity and load balancing 
must be taken into account
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ReliabilityReliability

Voluntary systems are not reliable
node churn, cheating, untimelynode churn, cheating, untimely

Solution:
replicate, compare answers, and votereplicate, compare answers, and vote

Ad-hoc redundancy wastes resources 
threatens correctness
Idea: Use smarter redundancy to 
maximize efficiency
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ReputationReputation--based Schedulingbased Scheduling
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Reputation rating Ri– degree 
of client reliability wrt
correctness/timeliness
Smarter redundancy –
dynamically size the 
redundancy based on Ri

Adapt to changes in Ri
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Scheduling AlgorithmsScheduling Algorithms
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MakespanMakespan: RIDGE vs. BOINC: RIDGE vs. BOINC
(task level)(task level)
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MakespanMakespan ComparisonComparison
(request level)(request level)
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SummarySummary

Service hosting + Open Grids
Request performance dependent on 
communication (to get data), computation (to 
process data)
Uncertainties impact makespan
RIDGE is developing techniques to smooth out 
these uncertainties
Papers: CCGrid07, ICDCS06, HPDC07, TPDS07 
Website: ridge.cs.umn.edu
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Questions?
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Impact of Load Impact of Load 
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NonNon--stationaritystationarity
Nodes may suddenly shift gears

deliberately malicious, virus, detach/rejoindeliberately malicious, virus, detach/rejoin
underlying reliability distribution changesunderlying reliability distribution changes

Solution
windowwindow--based rating based rating 
adapt/learn adapt/learn λλtargettarget

Experiment: blackout at 
round 300 (30% effected)
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Adapting Adapting ……
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success ratethroughput
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ReputationReputation--based Schedulingbased Scheduling
Reputation rating 

Techniques for estimating client reliability Techniques for estimating client reliability 
based on past task executionsbased on past task executions

Reputation-based scheduling algorithms
Using reliabilities for allocating work Using reliabilities for allocating work 

Adaptive scheduling algorithms
Dynamically tune system parameters in the Dynamically tune system parameters in the 
presence of changing reliability conditionspresence of changing reliability conditions
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Adaptive AlgorithmAdaptive Algorithm
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Experimental Result I Experimental Result I –– ThroughputThroughput

Grid Size = 32
Threshold Size = 15
BOINC Replication= 5
RIDGE Replication= 3-5
Scheduling Algorithm –
Best-Fit
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Adaptive AlgorithmAdaptive Algorithm
success ratethroughput
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Proximity Proximity –– keep?keep?

Pretty good, but can do better
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Future WorkFuture Work

Resource Collectives
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EvaluationEvaluation

Baselines
FixedFixed algorithm: statically sized equal groups algorithm: statically sized equal groups 
uses no reliability informationuses no reliability information
Random algorithm: forms groups by randomly Random algorithm: forms groups by randomly 
assigning nodes until assigning nodes until λλtargettarget is reachedis reached

Simulated a wide-variety of node reliability 
distributions
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ComparisonComparison
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Learning RateLearning Rate
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Why open systems?
Or why not provisioned properly with sharing built in?Or why not provisioned properly with sharing built in?
Lower TCO, not incompatible Lower TCO, not incompatible –– could have a cluster and a mix of voluntary resources (support could have a cluster and a mix of voluntary resources (support diff. classes of users)diff. classes of users)

Bullet


